
EÆient Deision Proedures for Heaps usingSTRANDP. Madhusudan and Xiaokang QiuUniversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA{madhu,qiu2}�illinois.eduAbstrat. The Strand [10℄ logi allows expressing strutural proper-ties of heaps ombined with the data stored in the nodes of the heap. Asemanti fragment of Strand as well as a syntatially de�ned subfrag-ment of it are known to be deidable [10℄. The known deision proedureworks by ombining a deision proedure for MSO on trees (implementedby the tool Mona) and a deision proedure for the quanti�er-free frag-ment of the data-theory (say, integers, and implemented using a solverlike Z3).The known algorithm for deiding the syntatially de�ned de-idable fragment (whih is the same as the one for the semantially de-�ned deidable fragment) involves solving large MSO formulas over trees,whose solution is the main bottlenek in obtaining eÆient algorithms.In this paper, we fous on the syntatially de�ned deidable fragment ofStrand, and obtain a new and more eÆient algorithm. Using a set ofexperiments obtained from veri�ation onditions of heap-manipulatingprograms, we show the pratial bene�ts of the new algorithm.1 IntrodutionSeveral approahes to program analysis, like dedutive veri�ation, generatingtests using onstraint solving, abstration, et. have greatly bene�ted from theengineering of eÆient SMT solvers, whih urrently provide automated deisionproedures for a variety of quanti�er-free theories, inluding integers, bit-vetors,arrays, uninterpreted funtions, as well as ombinations of these theories usingthe Nelson-Oppen method [15℄. One of the most important kinds of reasoning inprogram veri�ation that has evaded tratable deidable fragments is reasoningwith dynami heaps and the data ontained in them.Reasoning with heaps and data seems to all for deidable ombinations oflogis on graphs that model the heap struture (with heap nodes modeled asverties, and �eld pointers as edges) with a logi on the data ontained in them(like the quanti�er-free theory of integers already supported by urrent SMTsolvers). The primary hallenge in building suh deidable ombinations stemsfrom the unbounded number of nodes in the heap strutures. This mandates theneed for universal quanti�ation in any reasonable logi in order to be able torefer to all the elements of the heap (e.g. to say a list is sorted, we need some formof universal quanti�ation). However, the presene of quanti�ers immediately



annuls the use of Nelson-Oppen ombinations, and requires a new theory forombining unbounded graph theories with data.Reently, we have introdued, along with Gennaro Parlato, a new logi alledStrand that ombines heap strutures and data [10℄. We also identi�ed a se-mantially de�ned deidable fragment of Strand, alled Strandsemde , as well asa syntati deidable fragment, alled Strandde. The deision proedures forsatis�ability for both the semanti and syntati fragments were the same, andwere based on (a) abstrating the data-prediates in the formula with Booleanvariables to obtain a formula purely on graphs, (b) extrating the set of mini-mal graphs aording to a satis�ability-preserving embedding relation that wasompletely agnosti to the data-logi, and is guaranteed to be minimal for thetwo fragments, and () heking whether any of the minimal models admitsa data-extension that satis�es the formula, using a data-logi solver. We alsoshowed that the deidable fragments an be used in the veri�ation of pointer-manipulating programs. We implemented the deision proedure using Monaon tree-like data-strutures for the graph logi and Z3 for quanti�er-free arith-meti, and reported experimental results in Hoare-style dedutive veri�ation ofertain programs manipulating data-strutures.In this paper, we onentrate on the syntati deidable fragment of Strandidenti�ed in the previous work [10℄, and develop new eÆient deision proeduresfor it. The bottlenek in the deision proedure of the urrent methods for de-iding Strand is the phase that omputes the set of all minimal models. Thisis done using monadi seond-order logi (MSO) on trees, and is ahieved by aomplex MSO formula that has quanti�er alternations and also inludes adapta-tions of the Strand formula twie within it. In experiments, this phase is learlythe bottlenek (for example, a veri�ation ondition for binary searh trees takesabout 30s while the time spent by Z3 on the minimal models is less than 0.5s).We propose in this paper a new method to solve satis�ability for Stranddeusing a notion alled small models, whih are not the preise set of minimal mod-els but a slightly larger lass of models. We show that the set of small models isalways bounded, and also equisatis�able (i.e. if there is any model that satis�esthe Strandde formula, then there is a data-extension of a small model thatsatis�es it). The salient feature of small models is that it an be expressed bya muh simpler MSO formula that is ompletely independent of the Stranddeformula! The de�nition of small models depends only on the signature of the for-mula (in partiular, the set of variables existentially quanti�ed). Consequently, itdoes not mention any strutural abstrations of the formula, and is muh simplerto solve. This formulation of deidability is also a theoretial ontribution, as itgives a muh simpler alternative proof that the logi Strandde is deidable.We implement the new deision proedure, and show, using the same set ofexperiments as in [10℄, that the new proedure's performane is at least an order-of magnitude faster than the known one (in some examples, the new algorithmworks even 1000 times faster).In summary, this paper builds a new deision proedure for Stranddethat is based on new theoretial insights, and that is onsiderably faster than2



the known deision proedure. We emphasize that the new deision proedure,though faster, is sound and omplete in deiding the logi Strandde. In devel-oping Strand, we have often been worried on the reliane of automata-theoretideision proedures (like Mona), whih tend to perform badly in pratie forlarge examples. However, the deision proedure for Strand ruially uses theminimal model property that seems to require solving MSO formulas, whih inturn are urrently handled most eÆiently by automata-theoreti tools. This pa-per shows how the automata-theoreti deision proedures an be used on muhmore simpli�ed formulas in building fast deision proedures for heaps usingStrand.The paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2, we give a high-level overviewof Strand followed by de�nitions that we need in this paper, inluding the no-tions of reursively de�ned data-strutures, the notion of submodels, the de�-nition of elasti relations, and the deidable fragment of Strand. We do notdesribe the known deision proedure for the syntati deidable fragment ofStrand| we refer the reader to [10℄. Setion 3 desribes the new theoretialdeision proedure for Strandde and ompares it, theoretially, with the pre-viously known deision proedure. Setion 4 desribes experimental omparisonsof the new deision proedure with the old.A brief note on notation: In the sequel, we will refer to the general Strandlogi [10℄ as Strand�, and refer to the syntati deidable fragment as Strand(whih is alled Strandde in [10℄).2 Data-strutures, submodels, elastiity and StrandIn this setion, we �rst give an informal overview of Strand that will help under-stand the formal de�nitions. We then proeed to formally de�ne the onepts ofreursively de�ned data-strutures, the notion of valid subsets of a tree, whihin turn de�ne submodels, de�ne formulas that allow us to interpret an MSOformula on a submodel, and de�ne the logi Strand using elasti relations.We refer the reader to [10℄ for more details, inluding the motivations for thedesign of the logi, how veri�ation onditions an be formally extrated fromode with pre- and post-onditions, as well as motivating examples.2.1 An overview of StrandWe give �rst an informal overview of the logi Strand�, the syntati deidablefragment Strand, and how they an be used for verifying heap-manipulatingprograms, as set forth in [10℄.We model heap strutures as labeled direted graphs: the nodes of the graphorrespond to heap loations, and an edge from n to n0 labeled f representsthe fat that the �eld pointer f of node n points to n0. The nodes in additionhave labels assoiated to them; labels are used to signify speial nodes (like NILnodes) as well as to denote the program's pointer variables that point to them.3



Strand formulas are expressed over a partiular lass of heaps, alled re-ursively de�ned data-strutures. A (possibly in�nite) set of reursively-de�neddata-strutures is given by a tuple ( Tr;  U ; f�aga2Lv ; f�bgb2Le). Here,  Tr isan MSO formula on trees that de�nes a regular set of trees R, whih forms thebakbone skeletons of the strutures,  U (x) is a monadi prediate expressed inMSO over trees that de�nes, for eah tree, the subset of nodes that orrespondto heap nodes, and the unary prediates �a and binary prediates �b, written inMSO over trees, identify the nodes labeled a and edges labeled b, respetively.The graphs that belong to the reursive data-struture are hene obtained bytaking some tree T satisfying  Tr, taking the subset of tree nodes of T that sat-isfy  U as the nodes of the graph, and taking the a-labeled edges in the graphas those de�ned by Ea, for eah a 2 �.The above way of de�ning graph-strutures has many nie properties. First,it allows de�ning graphs in a way so that the MSO-theory on the graphs isdeidable (by interpreting formulas on the underlying tree). Seond, several nat-urally de�ned reursive data-strutures in programs an be easily embedded inthe above notation automatially. Intuitively, a reursive data-struture, suh asa list of nodes pointing to trees or struts, has a natural skeleton whih followsfrom the reursive data-type de�nition itself. In fat, graph types (introduedin [7℄) are a simple textual desription of reursive data-strutures that areautomatially translatable to our notation. Several strutures inluding linkedlists, doubly linked lists, yli and ayli lists, trees, hierarhial ombinationsof these strutures, et., are de�nable using the above mehanism.A Strand� formula is de�ned over a set of reursively-de�ned data-strutures,and is of the form 9~x8~y'(~x; ~y), where ' is a formula that ombines MSO overgraphs de�ned by a reursively-de�ned data struture, as well as logial on-straints over the data stored in the heap nodes.A deidable fragment of Strand�, alled Strand (and alled Stranddein [10℄), is de�ned over a signature onsisting of elasti relations and non-elastirelations, and allows formulas of the kind 9~x8~y'(~x; ~y) where ' has no furtherquanti�ation, and where all non-elasti relations are restrited to the existen-tially quanti�ed variables ~x (see below for formal de�nitions and see Fig. 2 forthe syntax of the logi). Elasti relations have a tehnial de�nition: they arethose that hold on any properly de�ned sub-model i� they hold in a model (seebelow for preise details). For example, on a tree, the desendent relation is anelasti relation, while the hild relation is not.In verifying programs, we require the user to give proof annotations thatinlude pre-onditions and post-onditions and loop-invariants in Strand�9;8,the fragment of Strand� with a pure existential or universal pre�x. The basipaths in the program hene beome assignments and assume statements, andthe invalidity of the Hoare-triple assoiated with the path an be redued to thesatis�ability of a trail formula in Strand�. This formula, when it falls withinthe syntati fragment Strand, an be deided using the deision proedure setforth in this paper (see [10℄ for details on this onstrution).4



It turns out that many annotations for heap-based programs atually fall inthe syntatially de�ned fragment, and so do the veri�ation onditions gener-ated (in fat, all the onditions generated in the experiments in [10℄ fall intoStrand). The annotations fall into Strand as several key properties, suh assortedness, the binary searh-tree property, et., an be stated in this restritedlogi with a pure universal pre�x. Furthermore, the veri�ation ondition itselfoften turns out to be expressible in Strand, as the trail formula introduesvariables for the footprint the basi path touhes, but these variables are exis-tentially quanti�ed, and hene an be related using non-elasti relations (suhas the next-node relation). Consequently, Strand is a powerful logi to proveproperties of heap manipulating programs.We now formally de�ne reursively de�ned data-strutures, the notion ofvalid subsets of a tree (whih allows us to de�ne submodels), de�ne elasti rela-tions, and de�ne the syntati fragment Strand.2.2 Reursively de�ned data-struturesFor any k 2 N , let [k℄ denote the set f1; : : : ; kg. A k-ary tree is a set V � [k℄�,where V is non-empty and pre�x-losed. We all u:i the i'th hild of u, for everyu; u:i 2 V , where u 2 [k℄� and i 2 [k℄. Let us �x a ountable set of �rst-ordervariables FV (denoted by s, t, et.), a ountable set of set-variables SV (denotedby S, T , et.), and a ountable set of Boolean-variables BV (denoted by p, q,et.). The syntax of the Monadi seond-order (MSO) [20℄ formulas on k-arytrees is de�ned:Æ ::= p j sui(s; t) j s = t j s 2 S j ' _ ' j :' j 9s:' j 9S:' j 9p:'where i 2 [k℄. The atomi formula sui(s; t) holds i� t is the i'th hild of s.Other logial symbols are interpreted in the traditional way.De�nition 1 (Reursively de�ned data-strutures). A lass of reursivelyde�ned data-strutures over a graph signature � = (Lv; Le) (where Lv and Leare �nite sets of labels) is spei�ed by a tuple R = ( Tr;  U ; f�aga2Lv ; f�bgb2Le)where  Tr is an MSO sentene,  U is a unary prediate de�ned in MSO, andeah �a and �b are monadi and binary prediates de�ned using MSO, respe-tively, where all MSO formulas are over k-ary trees, for some k 2 N . utLetR = ( Tr;  U ; f�aga2Lv ; f�bgb2Le) be a reursively de�ned data-strutureand T be a k-ary �-labeled tree that satis�es  Tr. Then T = (V; fEigi2[k℄) de-�nes a graph Graph(T ) = (N;E; �; �; Lv; Le) as follows:{ N = fs 2 V j  U (s) holds in Tg{ E = f(s; s0) j  U (s) and  U (s0) hold, and �b(s; s0) holds in T for some b 2Leg{ �(s) = fa 2 Lv j  U (s) holds and �a(s) holds in Tg{ �(s; s0) = fb 2 Le j  U (s) and  U (s0) hold and �b(s; s0) holds in Tg.5



In the above, N denotes the nodes of the graph, E the set of edges, � thelabels on nodes, and � the labels on edges. The lass of graphs de�ned by Ris the set Graph(R) = fGraph(T ) j T j=  Trg. These graphs are interpreted asheap strutures.We give an examples of modeling heap strutures as reursively de�ned data-strutures below.Example 1. Binary trees are ommon data-strutures. Two �eld pointers, l andr, point to the left and right hildren, respetively. If a node does not have aleft (right) hild, then the l (r) �eld points to the unique NIL node in the heap.Moreover, there is a node rt whih is the root of the tree. Binary trees an bemodeled as a reursively de�ned data-struture. For example, we an model theunique NIL node as the root of the tree, and model the atual nodes of thebinary tree at the left subtree of the root (i.e. the tree under the left hild ofthe root models rt). The right subtree of the root is empty. Binary trees an bemodeled as Rbt = ( Tr;  U ; f�rt; �nilg; f�l; �rg) where Tr � 9y1:�root(y1)^ 6 9y2:�sur(y1; y2)�� U (x) � true�rt(x) � 9y:�root(y) ^ su l(y; x)��NIL(x) � root(x)�l(x1; x2) � 9y:�root(y) ^ leftsubtree(y; x1) ^ sul(x1; x2)� _�root(x2) ^ 6 9z:sul(x1; z)��r(x1; x2) � 9y:�root(y) ^ leftsubtree(y; x1) ^ sur(x1; x2)� _�root(x2) ^ 6 9z:sur(x1; z)�where the prediate root(x) indiates whether x is the root of the bakbone tree,and the relation leftsubtree(y; x) (rightsubtree(y; x)) indiates whether x belongsto the subtree of the left (right) hild of y. They an all be de�ned easily inMSO. As an example, Figure 1a shows a binary tree represented in Rbt.NILrt
(a) T : a binary tree

NILrt
(b) S: a valid subset of T(shaded nodes)Fig. 1: A binary tree example represented in Rbt6



2.3 SubmodelsWe �rst de�ne valid subsets of a tree, with respet to a reursive data-struture.De�nition 2 (Valid subsets). Let R = ( Tr;  U ; f�aga2Lv ; f�bgb2Le) andT = (V; �) be a �-labeled tree that satis�es  Tr, and let S � V . Then we say Sis a valid subset of V if the following hold:{ S is non-empty, and least-ommon-anestor losed (i.e. for any s; s0 2 S,the least ommon anestor of s and s0 wrt T also belongs to S);{ The subtree de�ned by S, denoted by Subtree(T; S), is the tree with nodes S,and where the i'th hild of a node u 2 S is the (unique) node u0 2 S losest tou that is in the subtree rooted at the i'th hild of u. (This is uniquely de�nedsine S is least-ommon-anestor losed.) We require that Subtree(T; S) alsosatisfy  Tr;{ for every s 2 S, if  U (s) holds in Subtree(T; S), then  U (s) holds in T aswell;{ for every s 2 S, for every a 2 Lv, �a(s) holds in Subtree(T; S) i� �a(s)holds in T . utFigure 1b shows a valid subset S of the binary tree representation T in Ex-ample 1. A tree T 0 = (V 0; �0) is said to be a submodel of T = (V; �) if thereis a valid subset S of V suh that T 0 is isomorphi to Subtree(T; S). Note thatwhile unary prediates (�a) are preserved in the submodel, the edge-relations(�b) may be very di�erent than its interpretation in the larger model.Interpreting formulas on submodels. We de�ne a transformation tailorXfrom an MSO formula on trees to another MSO formula on trees, suh that forany MSO sentene Æ on k-ary trees, for any tree T = (V; �) and any valid subsetX � V , Subtree(T;X) satis�es Æ i� T satis�es tailorX(Æ). The transformation isgiven below, where we let x � y mean that y is a desendent of x in the tree.The ruial transformations are the edge-formulas, whih are interpreted as theedges of the subtree de�ned by X.{ tailorX(sui(s; t)) = 9s0:�Ei (s; s0) ^ s0� t ^8t0:� (t0 2 X ^ s0 � t0)) t � t0�� , for every i 2 [k℄.{ tailorX(s = t) = (s = t){ tailorX(s 2 W ) = s 2W{ tailorX(Æ1 _ Æ2) = tailor(Æ1) _ tailorX(Æ2){ tailorX(:Æ) = :tailorX(Æ){ tailorX(9s:Æ) = 9s:�s 2 X ^ tailorX(Æ)�{ tailorX(9W:Æ) = 9W:�W � X ^ tailorX(Æ)�Now by the de�nition of valid subsets, we de�ne a prediate ValidSubset(X)using MSO, where X is a free set variable, suh that ValidSubset(X) holds in a7



tree T = (V; �) i� X is a valid subset of V (below, la(x,y,z) stands for an MSOformula says that z is the least ommon anestor of x and y in the tree).ValidSubset(X) � 8s; t; u:��s 2 X ^ t 2 X ^ la(s; t; u)�) u 2 X�^ tailorX( Tr) ^ �8s:�s 2 X ^ tailorX� U (s)��)  U (s)�^ ^a2Lv � 8s:�s 2 X ) �tailorX��a(s)�, �a(s)�� �2.4 Elastiity and StrandElasti relations are relations of the reursive data-struture that satisfy theproperty that a pair of nodes satisfy the relation in a tree i� they also satisfythe relation in any valid subtree. Formally,De�nition 3 (Elasti relations). Let R = ( Tr;  U ; f�aga2Lv ; f�bgb2Le),and let b 2 Le be an edge label. Then the relation Eb (de�ned by �b) is elas-ti if for every tree T = fV; �g satisfying  Tr, for every valid subset S of V , andfor every pair of nodes u; v in the model M 0 = Graph(Subtree(T; S)), Eb(u; v)holds in M 0 i� Eb(u; v) holds in Graph(T ). utFor example, let R be the lass of binary trees, the left-desendent relationrelating a node with any of the nodes in the tree subtended from the left hild,is elasti, beause for any binary tree T and any valid subset of S ontainingnodes x and y, if y is in the left branh of x in T , y is also in the left branh ofx in the subtree de�ned by S, and vise versa. However, the left-hild relation isnon-elasti. Consider a binary tree T in whih y is in the left branh of x butnot the left hild of x, then S = fx; yg is a valid subset, and y is the left hildof x in Subtree(T; S).It turns out that elastiity of Eb an also be expressed by the following MSOformula  Tr ) 8X 8u 8v: h �ValidSubset(X) ^ u2X ^ v2X^tailorX� U (u)� ^ tailorX� U (v)��) ��b(u; v), tailorX��b(u; v)�� iEb is elasti i� the above formula is valid over all trees. Hene, we an deidewhether a relation is elasti or not, by heking the validity of the above formulaover k-ary �-labeled trees.For the rest of this paper, let us �x a lass of reursively de�ned data-strutures R = ( Tr;  U ; f�aga2Lv ; f�bgb2Le), with LEe � Le the set of elastiedge relations, and let LNEe = LenLEe the non-elasti edge relations. All notationsused are with respet to R. 8



Formula  ::= 9x: j !8Formula ! ::= 8y:! j 'QFFormula ' ::= (e1; : : : ; en) j Qa(v) j Eb(v; v0) j Eb0(x; x0)j :' j '1 ^ '2 j '1 _ '2Expression e ::= data(x) j data(y) j  j g(e1; : : : ; en)9DVar x 2 Lo8DVar y 2 LoDVar v ::= x j yConstant  2 Sig(D)Funtion g 2 Sig(D)D�Relation  2 Sig(D)E�Relation b 2 LEeNE�Relation b0 2 LNEePrediate a 2 LvFig. 2: Syntax of StrandStrand� (alled Strand in [10℄) is a two-sorted logi interpreted on programheaps with both loations and the data stored in them. Strand formulas areof the form 9~x8~y'(~x; ~y), where ~x and ~y are 9DVar and 8DVar, respetively, (wealso refer to both as DVar), ' is a formula that ombines strutural onstraintsas well as data-onstraints, but their data-onstraints are only allowed to referto ~x and ~y. Strand� is an expressive logi, allowing omplex ombinations ofstrutural and data onstraints. This paper fouses on a deidable fragmentStrand. Given a reursively de�ned data-struture R and a �rst-order theoryD, the syntax of Strand is presented in Figure 2.Intuitively, Strand formulas are of the kind 9~x8~y'(~x; ~y), where ' is quanti�er-free and ombines both data-onstraints and strutural onstraints, with theimportant restrition that the atomi relations involving universally quanti�edvariables be only elasti relations.3 The new deision proedure for StrandThe deision proedure for Strand presented in [10℄ worked as follows. Givena Strand formula  over a lass of reursively de�ned data-strutures R, we�rst onstrut a pure MSO formula on k-ary trees MinModel that aptures thesubset of trees that are minimal with respet to an equi-satis�ability preservingembedding relation. This assures that if the formula  is satis�able, then it issatis�able by a data-extension of a minimal model (a minimal model is a modelsatisfying MinModel ). Furthermore, this set of minimal models was guaranteedto be �nite. The deision proedure is then to do a simple analysis on the treeautomaton aepting all minimal models, to determine the maximum height h9



of all minimal trees, and then query the data-solver as to whether any tree ofheight bounded by h satis�es the Strand formula.In this paper, we follow a similar approah, but we replae the notion ofminimal models with a new notion alled small models. Given a Strand for-mula  = 9~x8~y'(~x; ~y) over a lass of reursively de�ned data-strutures R =( Tr;  U ; f�aga2Lv ; f�bgb2Le), the MSO formula SmallModel(~x) is de�ned on k-ary trees, with free variables ~x. Intuitively, SmallModel(~x) says that there doesnot exist a nontrivial valid subset X suh that X ontains ~x, and further sat-is�es the following: for every non-elasti relation possibly appearing in '(~x; ~y),it holds in Graph(T ) i� it holds in Graph(Subtree(T;X)). Sine the evaluationsof other atomi formulas, inluding elasti relations and data-logi relations, areall preserved, we an prove that SmallModel(~x) is equisatis�able to the stru-tural onstraints in  , but has only a �nite number of models. The formulaSmallModel(~x) is de�ned as follows:SmallModel(~x) �  Tr ^ x̂2~x U (x) (�)^ :9X:�ValidSubset(X) ^ x̂2~x(x 2 X) ^9s:(s 2 X) ^ 9s:(s 62 X) ^ (�)^b2LNEe ;x;x02~x��b(x; x0), tailorX��b(x; x0)���Note that the above formula does not depend on the Strand formula  atall, exept for the set of existentially quanti�ed variables ~x.Our proof strategy is now as follows. We show two tehnial results:(a) For any ~x, SmallModel(~x) has only �nitely many models (Theorem 1 below).This result is independent of the fat that we are dealing with Strandformulas.(b) A Strand formula  with existentially quanti�ed variables ~x has a modeli� there is some data-extension of a model satisfying SmallModel(~x) thatsatis�es  (Theorem 2 below).The above two establish the orretness of the deision proedure. Given aStrand formula  , with existential quanti�ation over ~x, we an ompute a tree-automaton aepting the set of all small models (i.e. the models of SmallModel(~x)),ompute the maximum height h of the small models, and then query the data-solver as to whether there is a model of height at most h with data that satis�es . We now prove the two tehnial results.Theorem 1. For any reursively de�ned data-struture R and any �nite set ofvariables ~x, the number of models of SmallModel(~x) is �nite.10



Proof. Fix a reursively de�ned data-struture R and a �nite set of variables ~x.It is suÆient to show that for any model T of SmallModel(~x), the size of T isbounded.We �rst split SmallModel(~x) into two parts: let � be the �rst two onjunts,i.e.,  Tr ^ Vx2~x  U (x), and � be the last onjunt.Reall the lassi logi-automata onnetion: for any MSO formula �(~y; ~Y )with free �rst-order variables ~y and free set-variables ~Y , we an onstrut a tree-automaton that preisely aepts those trees with enodings of the valuation of~y and ~Y as extra labels that satisfy the formula � [20℄.Construt a deterministi (bottom-up) tree automaton A� that aepts pre-isely the models satisfying �(~x), using this lassi logi-automata onnetion [20℄.Also, for eah non-elasti edge label b 2 LNEr , and eah pair of variables x; x0 2 ~x,let Ab;x;x0 be a deterministi (bottom-up) tree automaton that aepts the mod-els of the formula �b(x; x0). p1p2(a) T with the valid subset X(shaded dark)
p1

(b) Subtree(T; X)Fig. 3: A valid subset X that falsi�es �It is lear that T is aepted by A� , while Ab;x;x0 , for eah b; x; x0, either a-epts or rejets T . Construt the produt of the automaton A� and all automataAb;x;x0 , for eah b; x; x0, with the aeptane ondition derived solely from A� ;all this automaton B; then B aepts T .If the aepted run of B on T is r, then we laim that r is loop-free (a run ofa tree automaton is loop-free if for any path of the tree, there are no two nodesin the path labeled by the same state). Assume not. Then there must be twodi�erent nodes p1; p2 suh that p2 is in the subtree of p1, and both p1 and p2are labeled by the same state q in r. Then we an pump down T by mergingp1 and p2. The resulting tree is aepted by AT as well. Consider the subsetX of T that onsists of those remaining nodes, as shown in Figure 3. It is nothard to see X is a nontrivial valid subset of T . Also for eah b 2 LNEr and eahx; x0 2 ~x, sine the run of Ab;x;x0 ends up in the same state on reading the subtreeorresponding to X, �b(x; x0) holds in T i� �b(x; x0) holds in Subtree(T;X). ThusX is a valid subset of T that ats to falsify �, whih ontradits our assumptionthat T satis�es � ^ �. 11



Sine r is loop-free, the height of T is bounded by the number of states inB. utWe now show that the small models de�ne an adequate set of models to hekfor satis�ability.Theorem 2. Let R be a reursively de�ned data-struture and let  = 9~x8~y'(~x; ~y)be a Strand formula. If  is satis�able, then there is a model M of  and amodel T of SmallModel(~x) suh that Graph(T ) is isomorphi to the graph stru-ture of M.Proof. Let  be satis�able and let M satisfy  . Then there is an assignment Iof ~x over the nodes of M under whih 8~y'(~x; ~y) is satis�ed.Let T be the bakbone tree of the graph model ofM, and further let us addan extra label over T to denote the assignment I to ~x.Let us, without loss of generality, assume that T is a minimal tree; i.e. T hasthe least number of nodes among all models satisfying  .We laim that T satis�es SmallModel(~x) under the interpretation I.Assume not, i.e., T does not satisfy SmallModel(~x) under I. Sine T under Isatis�es �, it must not satisfy �. Hene there exists a strit valid subset of nodes,X, suh that every non-elasti relation holds over every pair of variables in ~xthe same way in T as it does on the subtree de�ned by X.LetM0 be the model obtained by taking the graph of the subtree de�ned byX as the underlying graph, with data at eah obtained node inherited from theorresponding node in M. We laim that M0 satis�es  as well, and sine thetree orresponding toM0 is a strit subtree of T , this ontradits our assumptionon T .We now show that the graph of the subtree de�ned byX has a data-extensionthat satis�es  .In order to satisfy  , we take the interpretation of eah x 2 ~x to be the nodein M0 orresponding to I(x). Now onsider any valuation of ~y. We will showthat every atomi relation in ' holds in M in preisely the same way as it doeson M0; this will show that ' holds in M i� ' holds in M0, and hene that 'holds in M0.By de�nition, an atomi relation � ould be a unary prediate, an elastibinary relation, a non-elasti binary relation, or an atomi data-relation. If �is a unary prediate Qa(v) (where v 2 ~x [ ~y), then by de�nition of submodels(and valid subsets), � holds in M0 i� � holds in M. If � is an elasti relationEb(v1; v2), by de�nition of elastiity, � holds in M i� �b(v1; v2) holds in T i��b(v1; v2) holds in Subtree(T;X) i� �(v1; v2) holds in M0. If � is a non-elastirelation, it must be of form Eb(x; x0) where x; x0 2 ~x. By the properties of Xestablished above, it follows that Eb(x; x0) holds in M0 i� Eb(x; x0) holds inM. Finally, if � is an atomi data-relation, sine the data-extension of M0 isinherited from M, the data-relation holds in M0 i� it holds in M.The ontradition shows that M is a small model. ut12



The above results an be used to even pre-ompute the bounds on sizes of thestrutural models for a �xed reursive data-struture and for various numbersof existentially quanti�ed variables, and ompletely avoid the strutural phasealtogether. We an even establish these bounds analytially (and manually),without the use of a solver, for some data-strutures. For instane, over trees,with non-elasti relations left-hild and right-hild, and other elasti relations, itis not hard to see that a Strand formula is satis�able i� it is satis�able by a treeof size at most 2n, where n is the number of existentially quanti�ed variables inthe formula.3.1 Comparison with earlier known deision proedureWe now ompare the new deision proedure, tehnially, with the earlier knowndeision proedure for Strand [10℄, whih was also the deision proedure forthe semanti deidable fragment Strandsemde .The known deision proedure for Strand [10℄ worked as follows. Givena Strand formula, we �rst eliminate the leading existential quanti�ation, byabsorbing it into the signature, using new onstants. Then, for the formula 8~y',we de�ne a strutural abstration of ', named b', where all data-prediates arereplaed uniformly by a set of Boolean variables ~p. A model that satis�es b', forevery valuation of ~y, using some valuation of ~p is said to be a minimal model ifit has no proper submodel that satis�es b' under the same valuation ~p, for everyvaluation of ~y. Intuitively, this ensures that if the model an be populated withdata in some way so that 8~y' is satis�ed, then the submodel satisfy the formula8~y' as well, by inheriting the same data-values from the model.It turns out that for any Strand formula, the number of minimal models(with respet to the submodel relation) is �nite [10℄. Moreover, we an apturethe lass of all minimal models using an MSO formula of the following form:MinModel = :9X:� ValidSubset(X) ^ 9s:(s 2 X) ^ 9s:(s 62 X) ^8~y 8~p �� ^y2~y �y 2 X ^  U (y)� ^ interpret(b'(~y; ~p))�) tailorX�interpret(b'(~y; ~p))�� �The above formula intuitively says that a model is minimal if there is no validnon-trivial submodel suh that for all possible valuations of ~y in the submodel,and all possible valuations of ~p, the model satis�es the strutural abstrationb'(~y; ~p), then so does the submodel.We an enumerate all the minimal models (all models satisfying the aboveformula), and using a data-onstraint solver, ask whether any of them an beextended with data to satisfy the Strand formula. Most importantly, if noneof them an, we know that the formula is unsatis�able (for if there was a modelthat satis�es the formula, then one of the minimal models will be a submodelthat an inherit the data values and satisfy the formula).13



Comparing the above formula to the formula for SmallModel, notie that thelatter is inredibly simpler as it does not refer to the Strand formula (i.e. ') atall! The SmallModel formula just depends on the set of existentially quanti�edvariables and the non-elasti relations in the signature. In ontrast, the formulaabove for MinModel uses adaptations of the Strand formula ' twie within it.In pratie, this results in a very omplex formula, as the veri�ation onditionsget long and involved, and this results in poor performane by the MSO solver.In ontrast, as we show in the next setion, the new proedure results in simplerformulas that get evaluated signi�antly faster in pratie.4 ExperimentsProgram Veri�ation Minimal Model Small Model Data-onstraintondition omputation omputation solving(old Alg. [10℄) (new Alg.) (Z3, QF-LIA)Max. BDD Time(s) Max. BDD Time(s) Old/Newsize size Time (s)sorted- before-loop 10009 0.34 540 0.01 -list-searh in-loop 17803 0.59 12291 0.14 -after-loop 3787 0.18 540 0.01 -sorted- before-head 59020 1.66 242 0.01 0.02/0.02list-insert before-loop 15286 0.38 595 0.01 -in-loop 135904 4.46 3003 0.03 -after-loop 475972 13.93 1250 0.01 0.02/0.03sorted-list- before-loop 14464 0.34 595 0.01 0.02/0.02insert-errorsorted- before-loop 2717 0.24 1155 0.01 -list-reverse in-loop 89342 2.79 12291 0.14 -after-loop 3135 0.35 1155 0.01 -loop-if-if 179488 7.70 73771 1.31 -bubblesort loop-if-else 155480 6.83 34317 0.48 -loop-else 95181 2.73 7017 0.07 0.02/0.04bst-searh before-loop 9023 5.03 1262 0.31 -in-loop 26163 32.80 3594 2.43 0.02/0.11after-loop 6066 3.27 1262 0.34 -bst-insert before-loop 3485 1.34 1262 0.34 -in-loop 17234 9.84 1908 1.38 -after-loop 2336 1.76 1807 0.46 -left-/right- bst-preserving 1086 1.59 1510 0.48 0.05/0.14rotate Total 98.15 7.99 0.15/0.36Fig. 4: Results of program veri�ation (details at www.s.uiu.edu/�qiu2/strand)In this setion, we demonstrate the eÆieny of the new deision proedurefor Strand by heking veri�ation onditions of several heap-manipulating14



programs, and omparing them to the deision proedure in [10℄. These examplesinlude list-manipulating and tree-manipulating programs, inluding searhinga sorted list, inserting into a sorted list, in-plae reversal of a sorted list, thebubble-sort algorithm, searhing for a key in a binary searh tree, inserting intoa binary searh tree, and doing a left- or right-rotate on a binary searh tree.For all these examples, a set of partial orretness properties inluding bothstrutural and data requirements is heked. For example, assuming a node withvalue k exists, we hek if both sorted-list-searh and bst-searh return anode with value k. For sorted-list-insert, we assume that the inserted valuedoes not exist, and hek if the resulting list ontains the inserted node, and thesortedness property ontinues to hold. In the program bst-insert, assumingthe tree does not ontain the inserted node in the beginning, we hek whetherthe �nal tree ontains the inserted node, and the binary-searh-tree propertyontinues to hold. In sorted-list-reverse, we hek if the output list is avalid list that is reverse-sorted. The ode for bubblesort is heked to see ifit results in a sorted list. And the left-rotate and right-rotate odes areheked to see whether they maintain the binary searh-tree property.In the strutural solving phase using Mona, when a Strand formula  isgiven, we further optimize the formula SmallModel(~x) with respet to  for bet-ter performane, as follows. First, a sub-formula �b(x; x0) , tailorX(�b(x; x0))appears in the formula only if the atomi formula Eb(x; x0) appears in  . More-over, if Eb(x; x0) only appears positively, we use �b(x; x0) ) tailorX(�b(x; x0))instead; similarly if Eb(x; x0) ours only negatively, then we use �b(x; x0) (tailorX(�b(x; x0)) instead. This is learly sound.Figure 4 shows the omparison of the two deision proedures on hekingthe veri�ation onditions. The results for both proedures were onduted onthe same 2.2GHz, 4GB mahine running Windows 7. We also report the size ofthe largest intermediate BDD and the time spent by Mona.The experimental results show a magnitude of speed-up, with some examples(like sorted-list-insert/after-loop) giving even a 1000X speedup. The peakBDD sizes are also onsiderably smaller, in general, using the new algorithm.Turning to the bounds omputed on the minimal/small models, the two pro-edures generate the same bounds (i.e. the same lengths for lists and the sameheights for trees) on all examples, exept bst-searh-in-loop and left-rotate.The ondition bst-searh-in-loop gave a maximal height of 5 with the old pro-edure and maximal height 6 in the new, while left-rotate generates maximalheight 5 in the old proedure and 6 in the new. However, the larger bounds didnot a�et the data solving phase by any signi�ant degree (at most by 0:1s)The experiments show that the new algorithm is onsiderably more eÆientthan the earlier known algorithm on this set of examples.5 Related WorkApart from [10℄, the work losest to ours is Pale [13℄, whih is a logi on heapsstrutures but not data, and uses MSO and Mona [6℄ to deide properties of15



heaps. Tas [5℄ is similar but generalizes to reason balanedness in the ases ofAVL and red-blak trees. First-order logis with axiomatizations of the reaha-bility relation (whih annot be expressed in FOL) have been proposed: axiomsapturing loal properties [12℄, a logi on regular patterns that is deidable [21℄,among others.The logi in Havo, alled Lisbq [9℄, o�ers reasoning with generi heapsombined with an arbitrary data-logi. The logi has restrited reahabilityprediates and universal quanti�ation, but is syntatially severely urtailedto obtain deidability. Though the logi is not very expressive, it is extremelyeÆient, as it uses no strutural solver, but translates the struture-solving alsoto the (Boolean aspet) of the SMT solver. The logi Csl [4℄ is de�ned in asimilar vein as Havo, with similar sort-restritions on the syntax, but general-izes to handle doubly-linked lists, and allows size onstraints on strutures. Asfar as we know, neither Havo nor Csl an express the veri�ation onditionsof searhing a binary searh tree. The work reported in [3℄ gives a logi thatextends an LTL-like syntax to de�ne ertain deidable logi fragments on heaps.The inferene rule system proposed in [16℄ for reasoning with restrited reah-ability does not support universal quanti�ation and annot express disjointnessonstraints, but has an SMT solver based implementation [17℄. Restrited formsof reahability were �rst axiomatized in early work by Nelson [14℄. Several meh-anisms without quanti�ation exist, inluding the work reported in [18, 1℄. Kun-ak's thesis desribes automati deision proedures that approximate higher-order logi using �rst-order logi, through approximate logis over sets and theirardinalities [8℄.Finally, separation logi [19℄ is a onvenient logi to express heap propertiesof programs, and a deidable fragment (without data) on lists is known [2℄. How-ever, not many extensions of separation logis support data onstraints (see [11℄for one that does).6 ConlusionsThe deision proedures for Strand use a strutural phase that omputes a setof minimal strutural models in a ompletely data-logi agnosti manner [10℄.The new deision proedure set forth in this paper gives a way of omputing anequisatis�able �nite set of strutural models that is even agnosti to the Strandformula. This yields a muh simpler deision proedure, in theory, and a muhfaster deision proedure, in pratie.We are emboldened by the very minimal reliane on the strutural solver(Mona) and we believe that the approah desribed in this paper is ready to beused for generating unit test inputs for heap-manipulating methods using sym-boli onstraint solving. Implementing suh a proedure, as well as implementinga fully-edged solver for Strand, are interesting future diretions to pursue.Aknowledgements. This work is partially funded by NSF CAREER award#0747041. 16
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